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PROJECT OVERVIEW
On The Level were tasked with providing a range

marble slabs, which really emphasised the luxurious

of channels including the SuperSlim Tile-In and the

feel of the properties, and gave each bathroom a sense

INFINITY I-Line systems to one of the country’s largest

of grandeur.

and most successful development companies, as part
of two private residence renovation jobs in Kensington,
London.

The SuperSlim Tile-In is a flippable channel available
in stock sizes and bespoke options. The stainless steel
side can be finished polished or brushed, and the

SECTOR:

On The Level worked closely with Jamie from A Touch

channel can be flipped over to reveal a tiled insert

Residential

of Glass to provide the bathroom systems required

which blends almost seamlessly with your floor tiles.

OUR CLIENT:

in the complete renovation of two, multi-storey

A Touch of Glass Custom Shower Solutions
Ltd

OTL PRODUCTS SPECIFIED:

properties in the heart of Kensington. Each property
had between four and six bathrooms, each with a wet
room area, and each one had to look unique from the
others. The theme for the bathrooms was large format

The INFINITY I-Line, our most unique product creates
an almost invisible 8mm channel against the shower
wall – ideal for the minimalist look the client was
looking to achieve.

A range of OTL INFINITY I-Line, OTL
SuperSlim Tile-In and OTL Square Tile-In.
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The wet room systems we provided had to reflect the
overall tone and quality of the rest of the property;
high-end and extremely luxurious. The SuperSlim TileIn and INFINITY I-Line systems were chosen as the main
drainage systems for the bathrooms because of their
high-end appearance and their capability to fit in well
with a minimalistic look and feel of a bathroom. They
are also ideal ways of creating a talking point in a wet
room, mainly thanks to their unique style and subtlety.
Whatever the size of your project, from restoration, to
renovation, and new builds, On The Level can find a
solution to best suit your needs. Contact us today to
discuss your requirements.
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